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In this paper the problem of finding an optimum strategy of semi-joins for solving tree 
queries is studied under the objective of total time minimization. Tree queries that are con- 
junctions of equi-join clauses such that any two relations in the query have at most one 
attribute in common are considered. This class of tree queries is a superset of classes of tree 
queries, such as chain queries and simple queries, that have been studied for semi-join 
optimization in the literature. An algorithm based on dynamic programming to find the 
optimum semi-join strategy for a given query is presented. The search space for finding the 
optimum is’reduced by eliminating strategies that can never be the optimum. This is accom- 
plished by utilizing a set of properties that a potentially optimum strategy should satisfy. 
0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Distributed database management systems (DBMSs) allow a collection of data to 
be stored at multiple locations and accessed as a single unified data base. In 
applications requiring access to an integrated database from geographically disper- 
sed locations, a distributed DBMS has several advantages. These advantages and 
an overview of the technical problems associated with the development of a general 
purpose DBMS can be found in [14]. 
* Some of this research was carried out while Z. M. Ozsoyoglu was at the Department of Computer 
Science, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada. 
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An important problem in the area is to find an efficient strategy to process 
queries referencing data stored in different sites. Answering such queries requires 
data movement over the communication lines between different sites. An example of 
a distributed query is a join of two relations residing in different sites. Often, the 
cost of moving data between sites is significant, and it is desirable to minimize the 
amount of data moved [4, 5, 6, 9, 14, 181. Recent developments in teleprocessing 
technology indicate that the communication cost can be mostly accounted for by 
the amount of data transferred. 
Several distributed query optimization algorithms have been proposed that seek 
to minimize data movement [4, 10, 15, IS]. Wong proposed a greedy algorithm 
[18] for query processing in SDD-1 [4] system. The algorithm obtains a local 
optimum solution by first choosing all the beneficial semi-joins and then performing 
joins to answer the query. An improved version of this algorithm can be found in 
[4]. Hevner and Yao [lo] studied the problem under the independence 
assumption of domains in a relational distributed DBMS. Their approach resulted 
in an optimal strategy for simple queries, i.e., there is only one join attribute and it 
is common to all relations in the query. For more general queries their algorithm 
serves as a heuristic. Other distributed query processing strategies that have been 
proposed [9, 151 are extensions of centralized query processing. 
In this paper we address the query optimization problem for a special class of 
queries, called tree (acyclic) queries [2]. It has been shown that queries can be 
classified into two disjoint classes: tree queries and cyclic queries. An important 
property of tree queries is that they can be answered by transmitting only the pro- 
jections over the common attributes of relations which reside at different sites. On 
the other hand, answering cyclic queries involves more elaborate data transfer [2]. 
Hopefully, enough insight can be gained by designing optimal strategies for tree 
queries so that the approach can be generalized to cyclic queries. The process which 
decides whether a given query is cyclic or not is presented in [3, 193. A general 
algorithm for determining the tree query membership of a query with { >, 2, =, 
<, <, # } join clauses has been given in [ 13,201. 
The aim of this paper is to present an optimum semi-join strategy for equi-join 
tree queries, where any two relations referenced by the query have at most one 
common attribute. In Section 2 the terminology and definitions are given. In Sec- 
tion 3 the optimization problem is formulated in terms of transmission strategies. In 
Section 4 a set of properties are presented that must be satisfied by a potentially 
optimum strategy. These properties help to discard the strategies which can never 
be the optimum so that the number of transmission strategies to be considered in 
finding the optimum strategy can be reduced significantly. In Section 5 a dynamic 
programming approach is presented to find the optimum strategy fully reducing a 
relation specified by the query. Then the optimum strategy fully reducing any one 
of the relations with respect to a given query is presented. This, in turn, is utilized 
to find the optimum strategy fully reducing all the relations in Q. 
The problem of finding an optimum semi-join strategy for a class of tree queries, 
called chain queries, has been investigated independently by Chiu [S], using a 
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similar approach. In this paper, we present semi-join optimization for a class of tree 
queries that are strictly more general than chain queries. We also note that the 
approach in [S] is later extended by Chiu and Ho [6] to apply precisely to the 
class of tree queries considered in this paper. However, their characterization fails 
to identify some properties of potentially optimum strategies (see Sect. 4 for details). 
Hence, their search space for the dynamic programming is strictly larger then the 
one that is presented in this paper. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS 
2.1. Relational Database and Queries 
In this paper, relational database supported by a network of interconnected com- 
puters is assumed. Each computer in the network is called a site. Part of the 
database may be duplicated but, in the context of query processing, the database 
can be assumed to be distributed nonredundantly [14, 181. 
A relational database [7, 8, 173 is a collection of two dimensional tables called 
relations. The columns of each relation are labeled by a set of distinct attributes. The 
entries in a column of a relation are drawn from a set of values called the domain of 
the attribute associated with that column. Each row of a relation is called a tuple. 
The set of attributes {al ,..., a,, } of a relation R is also called the scheme of R. A 
relation R with scheme {a 1 ,..., a,} is denoted by R(a, ,..., a,) and an attribute b of a 
relation R is denoted by R. b. 
A query Q consists of a qualification and a target list. In this paper, the 
qualification q is of the form A(R,. a = Rj * b), i.e., it is a conjunction of equi-join 
clauses, where a and b are attributes of relations R, and Rj, respectively. Both 
attributes are defined over a common domain. The target list specifies the attributes 
over which the tuples, that satisfy the qualification, are to be projected and sent to 
the user. The attributes of relations contained in the target list are called output 
attributes and the relations having the output attributes are called output relations. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider a database with the relations 
SUPP(S#, Sname, City), ORD(J#, S#, P#, Qty), PROJ(J+k3 City), 
and the following query statement, 
List the names of the suppliers which have orders for some parts from the 
projects that are in the same city. 
The qualification q of this query is 
q=(SUPP.S# =ORD.S#)A (ORD.J# =PROJ.J#) 
A (SUPP. City = PROJ. City). 
The target list consists of one attribute, namely SUPP. Sname. 
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Any selection clause of the form (Ri. a = constant) can be eliminated by local 
processing, i.e., it does not involve any data transmission. Since we are interested in 
minimizing the communication cost in answering a query, the qualification of Q 
can be assumed not to involve any selection clauses. After local processing is perfor- 
med, it is assumed that each relation referenced by the query resides at a different 
site and contains only the attributes that are named in the query [2, lo]. 
The data transmission between sites is via communication lines and the network 
is assumed to be fully connected. The cost of data transmission between any two 
sites is cost(x) = c,, + c1 * x, where x is the amount of transmitted data, c, and ci are 
constants [ 10, 141. 
The answer of a query is a relation with attributes specified in the target list and 
containing the tuples that satisfy the qualification of the query. A query is answered 
by a sequence ofjoin and project [8] operations. Since each relation is in a separate 
site, the projection of a relation is performed by local processing. On the other 
hand, the join of two relations requires the transmission of one of the relations to 
the site of the other relation. The semi-join [2] of a relation Ri by another relation 
Rj over a common attribute is defined as the projection of the result of Ri join R, 
over the attributes of Ri, where Rijoin R,denotes the equi-join of R,and Rj over the 
common attribute, say a. The semi-join of Rj by R,, denoted Ri + Rj, is computed 
by first transmitting the projection Ri[a] to the site of Rj, and then performing the 
join of Ri[u] and Rj. In addition to being computed with less data transmission 
than a join, a semi-join always reduces the number of tuples of the relation on 
which it is performed. The semi-joins are being implemented on various database 
machines Cl, 11, 121, and are used for reducing the cost of subsequent join 
operations in processing distributed queries [4, 5, 6, 10, 13, 183. Furthermore, a 
type of queries called tree queries can always be answered by semi-joins [2] if there 
is only one output relation. 
2.2. Representation and Type of Queries 
The qualification of q of a query Q is represented by a join graph, denoted JG,. 
A vertex of a join graph is an attribute associated with a relation that appears in 
the qualification, while an edge between two vertices represents an equi-join clause 
between the attributes of the two relations. The join graph of a query has one or 
more connected components. The transitive closure of a join graph JG, is denoted 
by JG;. The query represented by JG: and having the same target list as Q is 
denoted by Q* (see Fig. 2.1). 
Two queries are equivalent if their answers are the same irrespective of the con- 
tents of the relations [2]. Clearly, two queries with equivalent qualifications and 
having the same target list are equivalent. We consider queries having the same 
target lists (or without any target list). The qualilications of two queries are 
equivalent iff their join graphs have the same transitive closure [20]. For example, 
a query Q is equivalent to any query whose join graph is a spanning tree of JG;. 
After local processing, each relation referenced by Q has at most one attribute in 
a connected component in JG,. ( Because otherwise Q contains equi-join clauses 
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(a) A query Q (with no target list) 
JG,: R,.a JG;: R,.a 
A . 
0 4 
R2.c R,.d A ??R,.C R,.d 
R2.b R,.e R2.b R,.e 
(b) Join graph JG, of Q. (c) Transitive closure, HG$. 
e*=Q A (R>.b=R,.e) 
(d) The query Q* represented by JQC. 
FIG. 2.1. A query Q, its join graph JG,, transitive closure JG6 and the query Q*. 
between attributes of the same relation. Such equi-join clauses can be eliminated 
from Q by local processing resulting in a query Q, equivalent to Q such that Q1 
does not have more than one attribute in a connected component of its join graph.) 
Thus the attributes of the relations referenced by Q can be renamed so that the 
attributes which are the vertices of the same connected component have the same 
name. For example, the attributes R, * a, R2. b, and R3. e in Fig. 2.lb may be 
renamed as RI . a, R2 * a, and R3 . a, respectively (see Fig. 2.2), since they are the 
vertices of the same connected component. That is, any equi-join query can be 
interpreted as a natural join query by such attribute renaming. Two relations have 
a common attribute if a connected component in the join graph contains the 
attributes of both relations. That is, each connected component in the join graph 
corresponds to a common attribute. In this paper, it is assumed that any two 
relations have at most one common attribute. Such queries are also considered in 
C2,61. 
Given the join graph of a query, determining whether it is possible to answer Q 
by semi-joins is facilitated by a query graph QG = (V, E), where 
V= {set of relation names, Ris, referenced by Q } 
E={(Ri,Ri)Ithereisanedge(Ri.a,Ri.a)in.lG,, 
where a is an attribute common to R, and Rj}. 
Query graphs of two equivalent queries are illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Lemma 2.1 
shows that there is a one-to-one mapping from edges of the join graph of a query to 
edges of its query graph. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let JG, and QG be the join graph and the query graph of a query Q, 
respectively. Then 
(a) There is 
edges of QG. 
a one-to-one correspondence between the edges of JG, and the 
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JGp: R,.a 






FIG. 2.2. Query graph: (a) join graph of query Q in Fig. 2.1(b) (after the attributes are renamed); 
(b) query graph QG of Q; (c) query graph QG* of Q*. 
(b) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the equi-join clauses of Q 
and the edges of QG. 
ProoJ Both (a) and (b) follow from the definition of JG, and the fact that any 
two relations can have at most one attribute in common. 
In this paper, we assume that the given query Q has a connected query graph 
since otherwise the query consists of subqueries each with a connected query graph 
and these subqueries can be answered separately. Moreover, if the query graph of Q 
is connected then any query equivalent to Q also has a connected query graph. 
A query Q is called a tree query if either itself or an equivalent query has a tree 
query graph. Otherwise it is called a cyclic query [2]. Since we consider only tree 
queries in this paper, the following notations, unless stated otherwise, will be used 
throughout the paper. Q is a tree query. JG; is the transitive closure of the join 
graph JG, of Q. Q* is the query represented by JG; and QG* is its query graph. 
Lemma 2.2 [2] states that Q is a tree query iff any spanning forest of JGS (one 
spanning tree for each connected component of JG;) has a tree query graph. 
LEMMA 2.2 [2]. Q is a tree query iff any spanning forest of JGC has a tree query 
graph. 
The following is a technical lemma whose proof is in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 2.3. For a tree query Q, 
(a) if P(R,, Rj) is a path between Ri and Rj in QG* such that no relation 
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appears more than once in the path, and Ri and Rj have attribute a in common, then 
every relation in the path P(R,, Rj) has attribute a; 
(b) any spanning tree of QG* is a tree query graph of an equivalent query. 
A relation R is said to be fulZy reduced with respect to a query Q if all the tuples 
of R which do not satisfy the qualification of Q are eliminated. For a tree query Q, 
it has been shown [2] that a relation R can be fully reduced with respect to Q by a 
sequence of semi-joins traversing’ the tree query graph QG of an equivalent query 
from the leaves to the root R in breadth-first order. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the following query Q: 
Q=(R,.a=R,.a) A (R,-a=R3*a) A (RZ*b=R4*b). 
The query graph QG of Q is 
QG: R, 
R4 R3 
A sequence of semi-joins ts = (R4 --f Rz, R3 + RZ, R2 + R,) traverses QG from 
leaves to the root R, in breadth-first order. After the first two semi-joins are 
executed, tuples of R2 which do not satisfy the subquery Qs = (Rq. b = Rz * b) A 
( R3 * a = R2. a) are eliminated. That is, R2 is fully reduced with respect the Q, which 
is the subquery of Q corresponding to the subtree of QG with root Rz. Similarly, 
after the last semi-join Rz + RI is executed, RI is fully reduced with respect to Q, 
since tuples of R2 satisfy the subquery Q, before the semi-join and Q = Qs A 
(R,.a= R,.a). 
3. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The problem is to find an optimum sequence of semi-joins fully reducing the out- 
put relations with respect to the given query Q and then send the projections over 
the output attributes to the result node, i.e., the site of the network at which the 
answer of the query is required. 
In this paper, we first consider tree queries with a single output relation, and find 
the optimum sequence of semi-joins fully reducing the output relation. In Subsec- 
1 A semi-join Ri -+ R, traverses the edge (Rj, R,) of a query graph from Ri to Rj. 
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tion 5.3, the optimum sequence fully reducing all the relations in the query will be 
given. 
The optimum sequence of semi-joins fully reducing a relation has been studied by 
Hevner and Yao [lo] for simple queries, and by Chiu [S] for chain queries. In a 
simple query [lo], each relation has exactly one attribute and that attribute is 
common to all the relations in the query. In a chain query [S], each connected 
component of the join graph has at most 2 vertices, and the query graph is a simple 
chain. Both simple queries and chain queries are proper subsets of the tree queries 
considered in this paper. 
The cost of a semi-join Ri + R,, denoted by cost(R, + Rj), is the cost of data 
transferred from the site containing R, to that of Rj, i.e., cost(R, + Rj) = c,, + cl * 
w, * IRi[a]l, where a is the attribute common to R,and Rj, jRi[a]l is the number of 
distinct values in the column a of relation Ri, w, is the average width of a data 
value in that column, c0 and c1 are fixed constants. The cost of a strategy, i.e., a 
sequence of semi-joins, is the sum of the costs of the semi-joins employed in the 
strategy. (This cost criterion is called the total time cost in [lo], and the cost 
function above is the same as the ones in [S, lo].) In the following section the 
optimization problem is formulated in terms of transmission strategies. The 
assumptions used for estimating the cost of a transmission strategy are given in 
Subsection 3.2. 
3.1. Transmission Strategies 
Let S= {R, ,..., RN} be the set of relations referenced by Q, and U be the set of all 
attributes of relations in S, i.e., 
U = {a I there is an Ri in S which has attribute u}. 
Since we consider queries after local processing, and focus only on join attributes, 
we can assume that any attribute in U is common to at least two relations in S. 
That is, relations in S contain only the join attributes in the qualification of Q. A 
relation Ri in S is called a single attribute relation in S if Ri has exactly one attribute 
in U. Similarly, a relation Ri in S is called a multiattribute relation in S if Ri has 
more than one attribute in U. 
A transmission strategy, denoted T(R,, S), is a sequence of semi-joins fully reduc- 
ing Ri with respect to Q. A sequence of semi-joins R, + RZ, R2 --f R3,..., Rk_ 1 + Rk, 
form a transmission path RI + R2 + ... -+ Rk from RI to Rk. A relation Rj may 
occur more than once in a transmission path. In order to differentiate multiple 
occurrences of the same relation, occurrences of relations in a transmission path are 
represented by distinct nodes. For example, Rj + Rk + Rj is represented by Nj + 
Nk+N,, where the nodes Nj and Nk represent Rj and Rk, respectively, and N,,, 
represents the second occurrence of Rj in the path. For notational convenience, Nj 
and Rj will be used interchangeably when there is no ambiguity. In a transmission 
path Nj + Nk, Nj is the immediate predecessor of Nk and Nk is the immediate suc- 
cessor of N,. If a transmission path from Nj to Nk is of length 2 1 then Nj is a 
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predecessor of Nk and Nk is a successor of Nj. Clearly, if a relation is an immediate 
predecessor of another relation in a transmission path, then the two relations must 
have an attribute in common. However, a non-immediate predecessor of Rk need 
not have an attribute common to Rk. If a node Nk has more than one immediate 
predecessor, say Nk, ,..., Nk,, t > 1, all the incoming semi-joins, i.e., N, + Nk, 
1 < j < t, are executed before any outgoing semi-joins of the form Nk -+ N,. 
A transmission strategy T(R,, S) is represented by a directed graph whose ver- 
tices are the nodes representing the occurrences of relations in the strategy and 
whose arcs represent the semi-joins. For notational convenience, we use T(R,, S) to 
denote both the transmission strategy and its graph representation. Let N, be the 
lust occurrence of R, in T(R,, S), i.e., N, is not a predecessor of any occurrence of 
R,. Since data has to be transmitted from every relation to R, in order to fully 
reduce R,, there must be a transmission path from an occurrence of every relation 
in S to N, in T(R,, S). 
A semi-join Rj + Rk is, in essence, an edge (Rj, R,J in QG*. Thus, the set of arcs 
in T(R,, S) corresponds to a subset of the edges in QG*. Since T(R,, S) is connec- 
ted and contains at least one occurrence of every relation in Q, T(R,, S) traverses 
at least a spanning tree of QG*. By Lemma 2.3(b), T(R,, S) traverses a tree query 
graph QG of an equivalent query. Furthermore, it can be shown [ 131 that the root 
of each subtree t of QG is fully reduced with respect to the subquery corresponding 
to t by a substrategy of T(R,, S). The above properties are summarized in the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 [ 131. Let T(R,, S) be a transmission strategy fully reducing a 
relation R, with respect to a tree query Q, where S is the set of relations referenced by 
Q. Then 
(a) for every relation, Rj, j # r referenced by Q, there is a transmission path 
from Nj to N, in T(R,, S), where Nj is an occurrence of Rj and N, is the last 
occurrence of R, in T(R,, S); 
(b) there exists a tree query graph QG of an equivalent query such that 
T(R,, S) traverses QG from the leaves to the root R, and the root of each subtree of 
QG is fully reduced with respect to the subquery corresponding to that subtree by a 
substrategy of T(R,, S). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the query Q in Example 3.1, where 
S = (RI(a), &(a, b), &(a), Mb)}. 
Consider two sequences of semi-joins: 
~,=(R~-)R~,R~~R~,R~‘R~,Rz-‘R~) 
and 
02 = CR2 + R,, R3 --) R2, R2 + RI, K, + R, >; 
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e1 is a sequence of semi-joins fully reducing RI with respect to Q, i.e., g1 = T(R,, 8). 
The directed graph representing T( R, , S) is 
TM,, S): 
N3 (R,) 
where N5 represents the second occurrence of R2 in the strategy. For each relation 
Rj, 2 <j<4, there is a transmission path from an occurrence of Rj to the last 
occurrence of R,, i.e., N,, in T(R,, S). The tree query graph QG traversed by 




Note that, the edge (R2, R4) of GQ is traversed twice in T(R, , S). The subquery 
corresponding to the subtree of QG with root R, is Qsub = (R4 * b= R2 * b) A 
(R3 . a = R2 * a). The substrategy of T(R,, S) which fully reduces R2 with respect to 




Consider CT~. The transmission paths in rr2 are 
(R4=) N4 
/ 
(&=) Nz d (=R3) 
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where N5 and N, represent the second and the third occurrences of RZ. Note that, 
there is no transmission path from an occurrence of R, to the (last) occurrence of 
R, in rr2. Thus, c2 is not a transmission strategy fully reducing R, with respect to Q. 
The following two lemmas prove some properties of transmission paths that will 
be utilized later. Their proofs are given in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Nz --t N2 --f N3 be a transmission path, where Ni, 1 < i < 3, is an 
occurrence of Ri. If R, and R3 have no attribute in common, then any transmission 
path P(N,, N3) contains an occurrence of R2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let R, and R2 be two relations having attribute a in common and 
P(N,, N2) be a transmission path, where N1 is the only occurrence of R, in the path 
and N, is an occurrence of R,. Then R, and its immediate successor, say N3, in the 
path P(N,, N2) also have attribute a in common. 
Let Q be a query and S be the set of relations referenced by Q. Consider the 
attributes of a relation Rig S that are named in the qualification of Q. Each such 
attribute of Ri must be common’ to at least one other relation in S since the 
qualification of Q is a conjunction of join clauses. Thus, the set S is sufficient to 
represent Q* since the join clause (Ri * a = Rj. a) is in Q* iff Ri and Rj are in S and 
have attribute a in common. Clearly, equivalent queries have the same set S of 
relations. With no loss of generality, we can use the term “fully reduced over the set 
s’ to mean “fully reduced with respect to query Q.” 
Two transmission strategies are equivalent if both strategies fully reduce the same 
relation over the same set, irrespective of the contents of the relations in S. Clearly, 
the optimum strategy fully reducing a relation over S is the one with minimum cost 
in the set of all equivalent strategies. 
3.2. Cost Estimation 
In order to estimate the cost of a semi-join strategy, we need to estimate the 
number of distinct values in a column of a relation after one of its columns is 
reduced by a semi-join. The following assumption is made for the cost estimation. 
ASSUMPTION. The distinct values in a column of a relation are unzformly dis- 
tributed and the values in two different columns in different relations corresponding to 
a common attribute are independent. The values in different columns of the same 
relation are also independent. This is the same assumption used in [lo]. 
This assumption is utilized by, but not essential to, the optimization procedure 
(to be presented) in this paper. The optimization procedure is based on the proper- 
ties (Sect. 4) that must be satisfied by potentially optimum strategies. These proper- 
ties, except one (Property 7), are completely independent of the cost estimation 
* The common attributes have the same name and any two relations have at most one attribute in 
common (see Subsection 2.2). 
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assumption Hence, the optimization procedure can be used by any cost estimation 
method by modifying the Property 7 appropriately for the relevant cost estimation 
assumptions, or removing this property. The purpose of Property 7 is to illustrate 
the utilization of a cost estimation assumption for further reducing the search space 
of optimization. The estimation of the amount of data transfer required by a 
sequence of semi-joins using the assumption above is illustrated below. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the query Q in Example 2.1, i.e., 
Q=(R,-a=R,.a) A (R,.a=R,*a) A (RZ*b=Rq*b), 
and the sequence cl = (R, --* Rz, RZ+ R3). Let A and B be the domains 
corresponding to attributes a and 6, respectively. Let W, and wb be the width of a 
data value in the domains A and B, respectively. Then, 
where IR;[a]l is the expected cardinality of R2[a] after the semi-join R, + R2 is 
executed. Let IAl be the cardinality of the domain A. The expected number of dis- 
tinct values in RJa] satisfying (R2 - a = R, * a) is pll, . I R,[a J 1, where pa, = 
)Rl[a]l/)A) is the probability that a given value in domain A is in R,[a]. Thus, 
IR;[a]l =pa,. IRz[a]l. Similarly, the estimated cardinality IR;[a]l of R,[a] after 
e1 is executed is IR;[a]l =pn;paz. IR3[a]l =~~,*p~~*p~~* [Al. Consider a sequence 
e2 = (R, + RI, R, + R2, Rz + R3). The estimated cardinality jR;[a] 1 of R3[a] 
after e2 is executed is also given by pa, .paz .pos * [AI, since R3 cannot reduce itself. 
Consider a sequence e3 = (R, + RZ, R2 + R4). 
cost(o,)=2co+c, ‘(~a lR,Call + wb’ IR;Cbll), 
where IR;[b]l is the estimated cardinality of R,[b] after the semi-join R, + R2. 
The cardinality of R2[a] after RI + R2 is estimated to be pa, - IR2[a]l, and 
IR;[b]l = IR2[b]l. After e3 is executed, the number of distinct values in R,[b] 
becomes pbz- IRJb]l. 
4. POTENTIALLY OPTIMUM STRATEGIEB 
A strategy fully reducing a relation over a set of relations is inferior if there is 
lower cost equivalent strategy irrespective of the contents of the relations in the set. 
In this section, we indicate the configurations of potentially optimum strategies 
which are obtained by eliminating the inferior strategies. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let S= {RI(a), R,(a), R,(a, b), R,(b)} be the set of relations 
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referenced by a query Q. Consider the two equivalent strategies T1(R1, S) and 
TM1 > S), 
where N; represents the second occurrence of R, in both strategies, 
cost(Nd+N,)=cost(Nd-+N,). However, the cost of N3 +N, +N; is lower in 
T2(RI, S) than in T,( R, , S), since Nj and N2 are reduced by N4 in T,( RI, S) but 
not in T1(R,, S). Consequently, cost( T2(R1, S)) < cost( T1(RI, S)) irrespective of 
the contents of the relations in S, while TI(R1, S) and T2(R,, S) are equivalent 
strategies. Hence, T,(R,, S) is an inferior strategy. 
A set of properties that must be satisfied by a potentially optimum strategy is 
presented. These properties allow us to discard inferior strategies and indicate what 
a potentially optimal strategy looks like. 
Property 1. If Ni + Nj is a semi-join in T(R,, S) then Ni and Nj are occurrences 
of different relations. 
Property 2. If P,(NI, N) and P,(NI, N) are edge-disjoint transmission paths in 
T(R,, S) intersecting at N then the relations represented by N1 and N2 do not have 
a common attribute. 
Property 3. The outdegree of every node in T(R,, S) except the result node N, 
representing the last occurrence of R, is 1, and the outdegree of N, is 0. 
The first property is obvious since otherwise T(R,, S) contains a redundant semi- 
join, i.e., removing Ni + Ni results in an equivalent strategy with lower cost. 
Property 2 implies that if any two relations Ri, Rj have an attribute in common 
then all occurrences of Ri and Rj must be in a single transmission path in T(R,, S). 
Let N, be the result node of T(R,, S). There is a directed path in T(R,, S) from 
every node Nj to N, (by Proposition 3.1). Then Property 3 implies that T(R,, S) is a 
directed tree with root N,. 
Let N1 ,..., N,, t 2 1, be immediate predecessors of N, in T( R,, S) and Si, 1 < i G t, 
be the set of relations represented by the nodes in the subtree with root Ni (see 
Fig. 4.1). Each set S,., Sic S, 1~ i< t, represents a subquery of Q*, where Q* is the 
query represented by the set S (see Sect. 3). Let Q: be the subquery of Q* represen- 
ted by the set Si, 1 6 i< f. Since Q* is a tree query, Qy is also a tree query. Since 
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TM,, S): N, 
FIG. 4.1. A strategy T(R,, S) and its substrategies T(R,, S,), i= l,..., t. 
the subtree is connected and contains at least one occurrence of every relation in Si, 
the arcs in the subtree traverse at least a spanning tree of the query graph of QT. By 
Lemma 2.3(b), any such spanning tree is a tree query graph, say QGi, of a query 
equivalent to QF. For each node Nk in the subtree with root Nip ail the incoming 
semi-joins (e.g., N1 --t NJ are executed before any outgoing semi-join (e.g., 
Nk + N,,,). Thus, the arcs in the subtree with root Ni, traverses QGifrom the leaves 
to the root Ri, in breadth-first order. Consequently, the subtree forms a substrategy 
T(R,, Si) which fully reduces Ri with respect to the query QT [2] as illustrated in 
Example 4.2. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the set S= (R,(a), R,(a), R,(a, b), R,(b)} and the 
strategy T1(R,, S) given in Example 4.1. The query Q* represented by the set S is 
Q*=(R,~a=R,~a)r\ (R,.a=R,.a)/\ (R,.a=R,.a)/\ (R,.b=R4.b). The 
subtree of TI(R,, S) with root N; is over the set S3 = {R,(a), Rj(a, b), R,(b)}. The 
subquery Q: of Q* which is represented by S3 is (R, * a = R, . a) A ( R3 . b = Rd. b). 
The substrategy T(R,, S,) and the tree query graph QG3 traversed by the sub- 
strategy are as shown. 
W,, S,): QG: R, 
A 
R2 R4 
Proofs of following lemmas are given in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 4.1. A potentially optimum strategy must satisfy Property 2. 
LEMMA 4.2. A potentially optimum strategy must satisfy Property 3. 
The following property states the conditions to be satisfied by substrategies of a 
potentially optimum strategy T(R,, S). 
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Property 4. Let N1,..., N,, t 2 1, be the immediate predecessors of N, in 
T(R,, S), and S,be the set of relations represented by the nodes of the subtree with 
root Ni, 1 <i< t. Then 
(a) indegree (N,) < the number of attributes of R, in S; 
(b) if indegree (N,) = t > 1 then the sets S1,..., S, are disjoint subsets of 
S- {R,} such that U:=, S,=S- {R,}; 
(c) if T(R,, SJ is a substrategy of T(R, S) then T(Ri, SJ must be a poten- 
tially optimum strategy fully reducing Ri over Si. 
LEMMA 4.3. A potentially optimum strategy T(R,, S) satisfies Property 4. 
At this point we want to emphasize definitions of a single attribute relation in S 
and a multiattribute relation in S, because they satisfy different properties. A 
relation Rj is a multiattribute relation in S if Rj has more than one join attribute in 
S, i.e., Rj has more than one attribute such that for each such attribute the set S has 
other relations having that attribute. If Rj has exactly one attribute which is com- 
mon to some other relation in S, then it is a single attribute relation in S. Since the 
set S contains relations with only join attributes, and queries in our context have 
connected query graphs, S has two or more relations, and each relation in S is 
either single attribute or multiattribute in S. However, for notational convenience 
we allow S to be a singleton set, if it is obtained by removing one of the relations 
from a set S’ containing exactly two relations. In this case, the relations in S’ must 
be single attribute relations having the same attribute, say a. The relation which is 
in the singleton set S is also called a single attribute relation having the attribute a. 
Let T(R,, Si) be a substrategy of T(R,, S). It is possible that a multiattribute 
relation in S may become a single attribute relation in Si as illustrated in 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider the strategy T(R,, S,) in Example 4.2, where S3 = 
{&(a), R,(a, b), R,(b)}. Th e substrategy of T(R,, S,) with result note N2 is 
where S2 = {R,(a), R,(a)}. R, has only one join attribute, namely a, in SZ since no 
other relation in S, has attribute b. That is, R, which is a multiattribute relation in 
S3 becomes a single attribute relation in &. 
By Property 4(a), indegree( N,) is bounded by the number of attributes in R, in S. 
If N, is a multiattribute relation in S then N, may have one or more immediate 
predecessors. Property 5, together with Property 4(b), describe the substrategies of 
a potentially optimum strategy T(R,, S) when the result node N, has more than one 
immediate predecessor. 
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Property 5. If R, has t attributes in S, t > 1, and indegree > 1 in T(R,, S) 
then 
(a) indegree = t 
(b) the partition S, ,..., S, of S- {R,} is unique, where Si is the set 
corresponding to the substrategy of T(R,, S) with result node Ni which is 
immediate predecessor of N,, 1 < i < t. 
LEMMA 4.4. A potentially optimum strategy T(R,, S) satisfies Property 5. 
By Property 4(a), if R, has t attributes then indegree(iVr) < t. By Property 5(a), if 
indegree > 1 then it must be t. Thus, indegree is either 1 or t. 
If indegree = t in T(R,, S) then S- (R,} is partitioned into t disjoint sets 
S 1 ,..., S, each representing a subquery of Q* and the partition is unique, by Proper- 
ties 4(b) and 5(b). The following property helps to identify the immediate 
predecessor of N, in T(R,, S) when R, has more than one attribute in S but 
indegree = 1. 
Property 6. Let T(R,, S) be a substrategy of T(R,,, S,) such that R, is a mul- 
tiattribute relation in S and R, is the immediate successor of R,. If indegree = 1 
and Ri is the immediate predecessor of R, then 
(a) the substrategy T(R,, Si) satisfies Si= S, 
(b) the attribute apr which is common to R, and R, is not the same as the 
attribute ari which is common to R, and Ri. 
LEMMA 4.5. A potentially optimum striztegy T(R,, S,) satisfies Property 6. 
Properties 16 are satisfied by all potentially optimal strategies irrespective of the 
size estimation method. A set of properties for potentially optimum (non-inferior) 
strategies are also given [6] by Chiu and Ho, for precisely the class of queries’ con- 
sidered in this paper. Properties 1-5 imply properties given in [6]. That is, a poten- 
tially optimum strategy in our context is also a potentially optimum strategy in 
[6]. However, an inferior strategy in our context is considered as a potentially 
optimum strategy in [6] since their properties do not imply Property 6. Thus the 
search space for optimization presented in this paper is strictly smaller than that of 
C61. 
We now give a property which uses the uniformity and the independence 
assumption given in Section 3. Consider two single attribute relations R, and Rj in 
S, having common attribute a. Let 1 Ri[a]l c IRJa][. By Property 2, there is one 
3 In [6] the assumption that no two relations can have more than one attribute is not stated 
explicitly. However, this assumption is implied by the definition of semi-join given in [6], i.e., semi-join 
is defined for single attributes only. Note that single attribute semi-joins cannot solve tree queries if 
relations have more than one common attribute. Furthermore, an optimal strategy for a general query 
does not necessarily satisfy properties given in [6]. 
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transmission path in T(R,, S) containing all relations in S which have attribute a. 
The following property says that each single attribute relation, except possibly the 
result node, occurs exactly once in ascending order of size, i.e., Ri and Rj are in size 
order if Ri is a predecessor of Rj. 
Property 7. Let T(R,, S) be a strategy fully reducing R, over S and a be an 
attribute of R,. Then 
(a) Every single attribute relation in S (except possibly R,) occurs exactly 
once and in size order in T(R,, S). 
(b) Let R, be a single attribute relation in S. If R, is the largest relation 
among single attribute relations having attribute a, then the result node N, of 
T(R,, S) is the only occurrence of R,; otherwise in addition to N,, the substrategy 
of T(R,, S) may contain an occurrence of R, in size order. 
LEMMA 4.6. A potentially optimum strategy T(R,, S) satisfies Property 7. 
Proof. (a) It is easy to show that the second and subsequent occurrences of a 
single attribute relation can be removed to yield a lower cost equivalent strategy. 
Furthermore, if Ri and Rj do not occur in size order then interchanging them yields 
a lower cost strategy. A similar proof can be found in [lo]. (b) The proof is similar 
to (a). 
The following example illustrates Property 7. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let Q be a simple query [lo] with relations S= {RI(a),..., 
R,(a)}. Suppose lRICu]l d lRzCull < ..* d IRJa]l. Let T(R,, S) be the optimum 
strategy fully reducing R, over S. In [lo], it is shown that if IR,[a]l = jRJa]l 
then T( R,, S) is R 1 + R2 + . . * + R,. Otherwise, either 
or 
R, -_, .*. -+R,_l+R,+,-+ “* -+RN+R,, (4.1) 
R, + ..a -+R,_,-+R,-+R,+,+ a*- -)RN-,R, (4.2) 
is the optimum strategy T(R,, S). 
If IRJa]l= IR,Ja]l then R, + RZ+ *.. + R, is the only potentially optimum 
strategy satisfying Properties l-7, hence it is the optimum strategy. Similarly, if 
lRJa]l < lRJa]l then only (4.1) and (4.2) satisfy the Properties l-7 and hence 
one of them is the optimum. 
For a simple query Q with N relations there are at most two potentially optimal 
strategies fully reducing a relation with respect to Q. However, for slightly more 
general queries, the number of potentially optimum strategies is exponential in N in 
spite of the restrictions imposed by Properties l-7, as illustrated below. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let Q be a query with relations S= {R,(a) ,..., R,(a), R,+,(b) ,..., 
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R,+.(b), &,+,+I (a, b)}. Suppose the result node is R,. Since R, + n + , is the only 
relation with two attributes, only R,,,, 1 can have more than one immediate 
predecessor in T( R,, S) (by Property 4). 
Let NI, and NI, be the number of potentially optimal strategies satisfying 
indegree(each node) < 1 and indegree(some node) = 2, respectively. Clearly, the 
total number of potentially optimal strategies is NI, + N12. We now show that 
NI,>min{C(m+n-l,m),C(m+n-l,n)}, where C(m,n) is m!/{n!(m-n)!}. In 
order to find NI,, observe that T(R,, S) consists of a single path and each single 
attribute relation (except possibly result relation) occurs exactly once, by 
Property 7. Such a strategy can be considered as having m + n consecutive 
positions, where the m and n positions are for {R, ,..., R,} and {R, + 1 ,..., R, + .}, 
respectively; whenever two consecutive positions contain two single attribute 
relations having different attributes, R, + ,, + 1 is assumed to be implicitly placed in 
between. Suppose {RI ,..., R,} are fixed in the (m + n) positions, then there is no 
choice for placing {R, + L ,..., R, + ,,}, b ecause they must occur in ascending order of 
size. Thus NI, is at least equal to the number of ways of placing (R,,..., R,} into 
(m + n) positions. This yields C(m + n, m). If R, = R, then the last position cannot 
be chosen, we still have C(m + n - 1, m - 1) = C(m + n - 1, n) ways. Similarly, if 
R=&,+, then there are at least C(m + n - 1, m) ways to place {R, ,..., R,) into 
(m f n - 1) positions. 
In the next section, a dynamic programming approach will be presented to find 
the optimum strategy fully reducing a relation with respect to a query among the 
potentially optimum strategies. 
5. OPTIMIZATION 
Consider a potential optimum strategy T(R,, S) fully reducing R, with respect to 
Q. For each potentially optimal substrategy T(R,, Sj) of T(R,, S); the result 
relation Rj and the set of relations Sj can be determined by Properties l-7, where 
Rjc Sj and Sj c S. The cost of T(R,, S) can be expressed terms of the costs of its 
substrategies T(R,, Sj) and costs of the semi-joins of the form Rj + R,. The costs of 
the substrategies T(Rj, Sj) can be determined recursively in terms of the costs of 
their substrategies, until substrategies of the form T(R,, Sj) with Sj= Rj are 
obtained. Such a substrategy consists of a single node, hence its cost is 0. In this 
section we first present a method to find the optimum strategy fully reducing a 
specific relation R, with respect to Q recursively, as outlined above. Then the 
optimum strategy fully reducing any one of the relations with respect to Q is found. 
This in turn, is utilized to find the optimum strategy fully reducing all the relations 
in Q. 
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5.1. Parameters Related to the Optimum Strategy 
The optimum strategy fully reducing a relation R, with respect to a query Q’ 
(which may be a subquery of the given query Q or the query Q itself) is charac- 
terized by three parameters: 
R,: the result relation, 
S: the set of relations in Q’ such that relations in S has only join attributes. If 
S is not a singleton set, then for each attribute there are at least two relations in S 
having that attribute. Otherwise, the relation in S has one attribute which is asr. 
a : the attribute common to R, and its immediate successor R,. If Q’ is the 
given iuery Q and R, is the result relation specified by Q, then asr = 0 since R, has 
no immediate predecessor in this case. 
Such an optimum strategy is denoted by t(R,., S, a,,). The parameter a_ is utilized 
to ensure that it is different from the attribute common to R, and its immediate 
predecessor Ri (Property 6(b)) when R, is a multiattribute relation in S and the 
indegree of R, is 1. 
5.2. Optimum Strategy Fully Reducing a Specific Relation in S 
Let R, be the result relation specified by the query Q’, S be the set of relations in 
Q’, and t(R,, S, a,) be the optimum strategy fully reducing R, over S. If R, is a 
single attribute relation in S then there are two cases: (Case 1) R, is the largest of 
all single attribute relations in S having the same attribute as R,, or (Case 2) R, is 
not the largest of such relations. If R, is a multiattribute relation in S with t 
attributes, t > 1, then there are also two cases for R,: (Case 3) indegree of R, is t or 
(Case 4) indegree of R, is 1, by Properties 4(a) and 5(a). Hence, there are 4 cases 
for the result relation R, in t(R,, S, a,,). 
Consider a substrategy t(Rj, Sj, alj) of t(R,, S, asr), where Rj is an immediate 
predecessor of R,. By Property 7, all single attribute relations (except possibly R,) 
appear in size order in t(R,, S, asr). Thus, if Rj is a single attribute relation in S, 
then Rj must be the largest single attribute relation with that attribute in Sj (i.e., 
Case 1 applied for Rj in t( Rj, Sj, a,)). As illustrated in Example 4.3, a multiattribute 
relation in S may become a single attribute relation in Sj. Suppose the result 
relation Rj is a multiattribute relation in S but it becomes a single attribute relation 
in Sj. Let the attribute common to Rj and its immediate successor R, be a. Since Rj 
becomes a single attribute relation in Sj, Rj does not have attribute a in Si and there 
is no relation in Sj having attribute a. Suppose Rj has attribute b in Sj. If Rj is not 
the largest single attribute relation with attribute b in Sj then replacing Rj with a 
larger single attribute relation with attribute b in Sj is not possible since such a 
relation does not have attribute a and therefore cannot be the immediate 
predecessor of R,. Hence if Rj is a multiattribute relation in S but Rj becomes a 
single attribute relation in Sj, then Rjmay or may not be the largest single attribute 
relation in Si (i.e., either Case 1 or Case 2 applies). If Ri is a multiattribute relation 
in Sj then either Case 3 or Case 4 applies to Rj in t(Rj, Sj, ali). 
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&j 
A Rj r(Rj, S’, a,j) 
L-3 s=S-{Rr} 
FIG. 5.1. The optimal strategy t(R,, S, as,), Case 1. 
We now describe the optimal strategy t(R,, S, usr) in each of the four cases. For 
notational convenience, the largest of all single attribute relations having the same 
attribute a in a set S is denoted by max(a, S). 
Case 1. R, is a single attribute relation in S with attribute, say aj and R,= 
max(aj, S). By Property 4(a), indegree = 1. Let Rj be the immediate predecessor 
of R, and t(Rj, S’, a,), ati= aj, be the substrategy of t(R,, S, a,). Since R, = 
max(uj, S), R,does not occur in any substrategy of t(R,, S, a_) (by Property 7(b)). 
Thus, S’ = S- {R,). Let P,(R,) be the set of all possible immediate predecessors of 
R,, i.e., Rj~ P,(R,). By Property 7, Rj is either the largest single attribute relation 
having attribute uj in S’ or a multiattribute relation having attribute aj in S’. Thus, 
Ps( R,) = { max(uj, S - {R, > )} u { multiattribute relations 
having attribute uj in S}. 
The optimal strategy t(R,, S, a,) is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The cost of t(R,, S, a,) in 
terms of its substrategy is 
cost(t(R,, S, a,,)) = R,p$R ,{cost(l(Rj, S’, a,j)) + GJS’)}, (5.1) 
J r 
where S’ = S - (R,} and G,.(S) is the cost of transmitting IRj[U,j]I from Rj to R, 
after Rj is fully reduced over S’ by t(Rj, s’, a,j). The value of tirj(S’) can be 
estimated using a proper cost estimation method such as the one discussed in Sec- 
tion 3. 
Since the set S’ does not contain R,, it is clear that substrategy t(Rj, S’, alj) can- 
not contain t(R,, S, as,), i.e., t(R,, S, a,) cannot be expressed in terms of itself. 
Case 2. R, is a single attribute relation in S with attribute aj but R, # 
max(aj, S). This case arises when R, is the result node specified by the given Q, or 
R, is a multiattribute relation in a higher level strategy, say t(R,, S,, a,,), but it 
becomes a single attribute relation in S, where t(R,, S, usr) is a substrategy of 
t(R,, S,, ups). The optimal strategy t(R,, S, a_) is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. 
By Property 4(a), indegree = 1. The result node Rj of the substrategy 
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r(R,, S, as,) 
S’=Sor s’=S-{R,} 
FIG. 5.2. The optimal strategy r(R,, S, a,), Case 2. 
t(I$, S’, alj) of t(R,, S, a,) must be a member of I’,(&) which is the same as in 
Case 1. However, S’ is either S or S - {R,) (by Property 7). The cost of 
t(R,, S, u,,) in terms of its substrategy is 
cost(t(R,, s, a,,)) = min { min {COSt(t(Rj, S’, Urj)) +ii,(s’)}, 
SIC (S- {R,},S] R,~ht&) 
(5.2) 
where the parameters are as defined before. 
We now show that if 5” = S, t(Rj, S’, ulj) does not contain t(R,, S, usr) for any 
attribute up. Suppose S’ = S and there is a substrategy t(R,, A”‘, up) of t(Rj, S’, u,~), 
where s” = S. Consider the transmission path between the two occurrences of R, 
(see Fig. 5.3). Since R, # max(uj, S), there is at least one relation Rk in S, where 
Rk = max(uj, S). By Property 7, Rk must be in the transmission path between the 
two occurrences of R, since every single attribute relation in S appears exactly once 
and in size order except the occurrence of R, which is the result node of 
t(R,, S, usr). This implies that s” is a proper subset of S since there is no other 
R, h U,, S a,,) s” 
FIG. 5.3. Substrategies of t(R,, S, ars) which are over the set S. 
511/29/3-9 
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occurrence of Rk in the substrategy with result node Rk (by Property 7). Thus, 
t(Rj, s’, arj) cannot contain t(R,, S, a,,) as its substrategy. 
Case 3. R, is a multiattribute relation S and indegree > 1. By Property 5, 
indegree = the number of attributes t of R, in S, and there is a unique partition 
S 1 ,..., S, of S - {R,}, where Sj is the set of relations for a substrategy of t(R,, S, us,), 
1 <j<z, t> 1. Let X= {R, ,..., R,} be a set of immediate predecessors of R, in 
t(R,, S, a,). Each relation Ri E X, has an attribute common to R,, and (by 
Property 2) no two relations in X have a common attribute. For notational con- 
venience, let Rj E X be the result relation of the substrategy over the set Sj, 1 < j < t. 
(See Fig. 5.4.) By Property 7, Rj is neither max(u,, Sj) or a multiattribute relation 
with attribute urj in Sj. Thus, given the set S and the set of attributes {a,, ,..., a,,} of 
R, in S, the valid set of immediate predecessors, X, can be determined. Let PX,(R,) 
be the set of all valid sets of immediate predecessors of R, in S. Then the cost of 
t(R,, S, us,) in terms of its substrategies is 
cost(t(R,, S, a,,)) = 1 (cost(t(Rj, Sj, arj)) + ZJSj)) . (5.3) 
Clearly, no substrategy t(Rj, S’j, urj) can contain t(R,, S, usr) as its substrategy since 
Sj is a proper subset of S - {R,} for 1~ j d t. 
Case 4. R, is a multiattribute relation in S and indegree = 1. By Proper- 
ty 6(a), the substrategy of t(R,., S, usr) is also over the set S. (See Fig. 5.5.) Let R,be 
the immediate predecessor of R, in t(R,, S, usr). Since R, has f attributes url ,..., a,, in 
S, R,must be one of the relations in the set 
RJR,) = u ( {max(urj, S)} u {multiattribute relations in S 
j=l 
having attribute a,., except R,}). 
If R, has an immediate successor, i.e., us, = a, then the immediate predecessor Rj of 
R t(R,, s, as,) 
substrategies are t(R. S a .) 1 <j< t where lJ;= 1 S, = S- {R,} /p ,* 'I 1
FIG. 5.4. The optimal strategy t(R,, S, a,), Case 3. 
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R, r(R,, S, 4 
a,- 
5 x t(Rj, S a,), a, Z arr 
s 
/\ 
FIG. 5.5. The optimal strategy t(R,, S, as,), Case 4. 
R, is a relation in P,(R,) such that Rj does not have attribute c1,, (by Proper- 
ty 6(b)). Thus the cost of t(R,, S, us,) in terms of its substrategy t(Rj, S, u,j) is 
(5.4) 
We now show that t(Rj, S,*urj) does not contain t(R,, S, a,) as a substrategy for 
any attribute a,. It sullices to consider the following different cases for the 
immediate predecessor Rj of R,. 
(i) Rjis a single attribute relation in S. Then t(Rj, S, u,~) does not contain a 
substrategy over S with result node R, (from Cases 1 and 2). Therefore, t(Rj, S, ulj) 
cannot contain t(R,, S, a,). 
(ii) Rjis a multiattribute relation in S and indegree > 1. Then t(Rj, S, urj) 
does not contain t(R,, S, a,) since it does not contain any substrategy over S (from 
Case 3). 
(iii) Rj is a multiattribute relation in S and indegree = 1. Then applying 
the above argument to the immediate predecessor of Rj recursively, the only case 
when t(Rj, S, a,) contains a substrategy over S which may contain t(R,, S, a,) is 
that the immediate predecessor is a multiattribute relation in S with indegree 1. Let 
Rj, R 13-v R, be such predecessors of Rj where Rk, 1 <k < t, is a multiattribute 
relation in S, indegree = 1, and the substrategy with result relation Rk is over 
the set S (see Fig. 5.6). The following lemma shows that each multiattribute relation 
in S can occur at most once in such a path R, t Rj t R, t a-. t R,. Therefore, 
t(Rj, Sj, urj) cannot contain t(R,, S, usr) as its substrategy, i.e., Eq. (5.4) also con- 
verges. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let R,, Rj, R, ,..., R, be multiuttribute relations in S and each is the 
result relation of a strategy over S and has one immediate predecessor such that R, + 
Rj+-R,t *” t R, is a transmission path in t(R,, S, usr) (see Fig. 5.6). Then the 
relations R,, Rj, RI ,..., R, are different relations. 
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r(R,, S a,,) 
t(R,, S, a,j), a,j Z as, 
WC, S, a,-,,,) 
FIG. 5.6. Illustration of Lemma 5.1. 
In each of the four cases, the cost of t(R,, S, usr) is eventually expressed in terms 
of the costs of substrategies over strictly smaller sets of relations. Consequently, 
Eqs. (5.1 t(5.4) can be used recursively until the cost of t(R,, S, us,) is expressed in 
terms of the costs of substrategies of the form t(&, Sj, akj), where Sj= {Rj}. The 
boundary conditions are cost(t(Bj, {R,}, au)) = 0 for all the relations Rj and the 
joining attributes ati in Q. (Fig. 5.6). 
The complexity of computing T(R,, S) A t(R,, S, 0) is illustrated for the query 
given in Example 4.5. Without loss of generality, let the relations be IRl(u)l G . .+ < 
IR,(u)l, IR,+,(b)l< *a. < JR,+,(b)l and the result node be Rm+,+l(u, b). Let 
S/c,j,l = {RI(~),***, R/c(a), Rm+ I,*+ Rnz+j(b)v Rm+n+~(u, b)), 
where OGkkm, O,<j<n, k+j> 1. If the third subscript is 0 then Rm+,+l(u,b) is 
absent, i.e., Sk,j,o = Sk,j,, - {R, + ,, + 1 }. Then the optimal strategy is denoted as 
@ m+n+l* S m,n,l* 0). 
The recursive algorithm can be visualized as having m . n stages. At the stage 
(k, j), 1 <k < m, 1 <i< n, the optimal strategies over Sk,j,l with result nodes Rk, 
R m+j) and R,+,+I are expressed in terms of the optimal strategies at the stages 
(k - 1, j) and (k, j - 1) (see Fig. 5.7) using Eqs. (5.1)-(5.4). More precisely, we com- 
pute the costs of the strategies t(Rk, Sk,j,l, a), t(R,+j, Sk,j,l, b), t(Rm+,,+l, 
Sk.j.1, a), and t(R,+,+1, Sk,j,,, b). For example, in t(Rk, Sk,j,l, a), since RR is the 
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FIG. 5.7. Illustration of the rn. n stages in computing the optimal strategy over S = S,,,n., , 
largest single attribute relation with attribute a in Sk,j,i, 1 <k < m, 1 < j< n, its 
immediate predecessor is either Rk _ I or R, + n + 1. Using Eq. (5.1) we have 
cost(t(k, Sk,j,i, a)) = min{cost(W- 1, Sk- ~,l, a)), 
cost(VL + n + 1, Sk-l,j,l~ a)> +ci(sk-I,j,l)9 
where il(Sk_ l,i,l) is the cost of transferring the projection over attribute a of a 
relation in Sk_ l,j,l which is fully reduced with respect to relations in the set Sk_ 1,j.l. 
Using the assumption in Section 3 for estimation as in Example 3.1, ti(Sk_ l,i,l) = 
Co+Cl’Pa, ‘*.p+_, . w; IAI, where poi is the selectivity of column a of relation R,, 
where 1 <i<k- 1. 
The cost of t(R,+j, Sk,j,l, b) can be computed similarly. To compute the costs of 
WL+,+i, Sk.j.1, a) and t(R,+,+1, Sk,j,l, b) for 1~ k < m, 1~ j < n, there are two 
cases. If indegree( R, + n + 1) = 2 then using Eq. (5.3), 
cost(t(R, + n + 1, Sk,j,l, a)) =COSt(t(Rrn+n+ 17 Sk,j,l, b)) 
= coNt(R,, S/c,o,o, a)) + W%o,o) 
+ COSt(t(R,+jy s0,j,09 b)) + b(SO,j,O)* 
If indegree( R, + n + 1 ) = 1 then using Eq. (5.4), 
cost(V, + n + I > Sk.j.1, b)) =cost(t(Rk, S/c,j,l, a)) + ~(S,,l). 
Note that the immediate predecessor of R, + n + 1 in t(R, + ,, + 1, Sk.j.1, b) must be Rk 
and the set Sk,j,l remains unchanged in the substrategy with result node Rk (by 
Property 6). The cost of the substrategy t(Rk, Sk,j,l, a) is expressed in terms of the 
costs of t(Rk-1, Sk-I,j,l, U) and t(R,+j, Sk_ l,j,l, a) as given above. The cost of 
W,,+,+ 1, Sk,j,l, a) can be computed similarly. 
The costs of the optimal strategies over the sets Sk,O,l, So,j,l, Sk,O,O, and S0,j.o are 
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computed in linear time. For example, consider t(R,+,+ 1, Sk,O,l, b); R,+,+, is a 
single attribute relation in S,,O,, but it is a multiattribute relation in the next higher 
level strategy since the attribute b is common with R,,,, 1 and its immediate suc- 
cessor. If IR,+,+l [a][ > [RJu] 1 then by Property 7, 
If IR m+n+l[u]( c IR,Ja]l then, Eq. (5.2) applies yielding 
cost(t(R, + n + I > &,,I 7 4) = min{coWRkp &,O,O, 4) + Wk,o,o), 
cost(VL &,o,I, ~1) + W,c,oJL 
where 
cost(t(R,, Sk,O,O, a)) = cost(R, --t . . . t R,J, 
cost(t(R,, Sk,O,l, u))=cost(R, --f *a. -+ R,+,+, + -.. + Rk), 
and R m+n+l appears in the size order in t( R,, S,,O,, , a). 
The boundary conditions are 
cost(t(R,, Si,o,o, a)) = cost(t(R,+ 1, So,m+ 1.0, b)) 
= cost(t(R, + n + I > SO,O,I 3~1) 
=~~~t(t(R,+,+~, SO,O,I, b))=O. 
Thus, with the exception of certain end conditions like cost( t(R, + n + i , Sk,j,l, a) 
with indegree( R, + n + , ) = 2, it takes only a constant number of operations to com- 
pute the optimal strategies at the stage (k, j) if the optimal strategies at the 
(k - 1, j) and (k, j - 1) states are known. Since there are m . n states, the total num- 
ber of operations is O(m * n) while there are at least O(C(m + n, m)) potentially 
optimum strategies for the class of queries considered above. However, for slightly 
more general tree queries finding the optimal strategy takes exponential time. As an 
example consider a query with relations 
S= {R&i), R;(a,), R&z), R;(a;),..., R&k), R;(a,), Rk+ ~(a,,..., %)I. 
Let the result node be R,, 1 <r < k + 1. It can be shown that time complexity of 
finding the optimal strategy T(R,, S) is O(2k). 
5.3. Optimum Strategy Fully Reducing All the Relations 
Let Ri be the only relation fully reduced with respect to Q in a strategy T(R,, S). 
By Proposition 3.1, there exists a tree query graph QG of an equivalent query such 
that T(R,, S) traverses QG from the leaves to the root Ri. Let S have N, Na2, 
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relations. If T(R,, S) is followed by a sequence of N- 1 semi-joins O* which traver- 
ses QG from the root Ri back to the leaves, then the remaining N- 1 relations are 
also fully reduced [2]. The strategy c* has the property that for each semi-join 
Rj + Rk in o*, Rj is fully reduced with respect to Q before the semi-join is executed. 
This corresponds to the minimum amount of data transfer required for the semi- 
join Rj --) Rk. 
Let A(S) = (a,,..., Q, } be the set of all attributes referenced by the qualification of 
Q. Clearly, each attribute aj in A(S) corresponds to a connected component in JG,. 
Let mj be the number of vertices in the connected component of JG, corresponding 
to the attribute aj, 1< j < n. Since QG is a tree query graph of an equivalent query 
(by Lemma 2.2), there is a spanning forest, JG of JG$ representing that equivalent 
query. There are mj- 1 edges in the connected component of JG corresponding to 
the attribute aj. By Lemma 2.1(a), QG contains exactly mj- 1 edges between 
relations having attribute uj in common. Let (R,, Rk) be one of those mj - 1 edges 
in QG; O* contains either R, + Rk or Rk -+ R,. In either case, the cost of the semi- 
join is Z](S), since the semi-join R, + Rk (resp. Rk --, R,), is executed after R, (resp. 
Rk) is fully reduced with respect to Q. Since the same arguments are true for every 
attribute in A(S) and rr* contains exactly one semi-join for each edge in QG, 
cost(a*) = i (mj- 1) Gj(S). 
j=l 
Clearly, the cost of cr* is the same irrespective of which relation is the first fully 
reduced relation. Consider any other sequence preceded by T(R,, S) to fully reduce 
the remaining N- 1 relations such that Riis transmitted to the other relations via 
some semi-joins. The semi-joins in c form a transmission path from R, to every 
other relation Rj, j# i, 1 <i < A? Then o traverses at least a spanning tree of QG*. 
By Lemma 2.3(b), any spanning tree of QG* is a tree query graph, QG’, of an 
equivalent query. Similar to QG, for each attribute uj in ,4(S), QG’ contains mj - 1 
edges which are between relations having attribute aj in common. Consider one of 
such edges (Ri, Rk) in QG’, and let Ri + Rk be the corresponding semi-join in Q. 
The cost(R, + Rk) >iij(S), since R, may not be fully reduced before R,[a] is 
transferred to Rk. Since the same arguments are applicable to every semi-join in Q 
corresponding to the edges of QG, cost(a) cannot be lower than cost(o*). That is, 
cr* has the minimum cost to fully reduce the remaining N- 1 relations after R, is 
fully reduced by T(R,, S) for any Ri in S. 
Let t(S) be the optimum strategy fully reducing one of the relations in S. It is 
straightforward to show that for any two single attribute relations Ri and Rj having 
attribute a in common, cost(T(R,, S)) < cost(T(R,, S)) if IRi[a]l > IRj[a]l. Thus, 
in order to find t(S) it is sufficient to consider the set of all optimal strategies 
T(R,, S), where Rk is either a multiattribute relation in S or Rk = max(aj, S) for 
uj E A(S), and then choose the one with minimum cost among those strategies. Con- 
sequently, an optimal strategy fully reducing all relations in S consists of first 
finding t(S) and then applying o*. 
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5.4. An Example 
In order to illustrate the procedure to find the optimum strategy fully reducing a 
relation at the result node, we consider a distributed database with four relations: 
(R,) EMPLOYEE(E#, Ename, Sex) 
(R,) STUDENT-COURSE(E#, C#) 
(R,) COURSE( C#, Cname, Level) 
( R4) TEACHER-COURSE( E # , C # , Room). 
This is the same example used in [lo]. Suppose each relation resides at a separate 
site and the site containing R, is the result node. Consider the following query Q, 
find the employee numbers of the employees who are students in a course 
and teaching an advanced level course. 
The target list of Q is R, . E#, and its qualification is (R, . E# = R2 - E#) A 
(RZ.E# = Rd. E#) A (Rd. C# = R3. C#) A (R3. Level=“Advanced”). Afterlocal 
processing, the selection clause (R, . Level = “Advanced”) is eliminated, and each 
relation can be projected over its attributes referenced by Q. That is, the set S of 
relations after local processing is S= (R,(E#), R,(E#), R3(C#), R,(E#, C#)}. 
Let Si denote the size of relation Ri, 1 < i< 4. Suppose the sizes and the selec- 
tivities of the relations are given as 
Si IRiCE++ It Pa+ 
RI 200 200 f - 
R, 300 300 $ - 
R, 400 400 3 
R4 600 2ocl t 300 1 
where the selectivity piER , i= 1,2,4 is the probability that R,[E#] contains a 
given value of the domain corresponding to E# ; pic# , i = 3,4, is defined similarly. 
Let the cost of transmitting x amount of data from one site to another be c(x) = 
10+x. For estimating the size of a relation with more than one attribute, e.g., 
R,(E#, C# ), the assumption in [lo] will be used to facilitate a meaningful com- 
parison between our algorithm and the one presented in [lo]. Thus, after the semi- 
join R, + Rq, where R3 and R, have attribute C# in common, the estimated size of 
&CC# 1 is I&CC# II *Pan+ = 300.5 while the size of RJE# ] is unchanged. 
Consider the optimal strategy T(R, , S) fully reducing RI with respect to Q, Using 
Eqs. (5.1~( 5.4), 
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where 
cost(R,-+R,)= lO+ IRJC#]I = 10+400=410, 
cost(R, + R,) = 10 + JR,[E# ]( = 10 + 200 = 210, 
cost(R* + R,) = 10 + (R,[E#]) . Pbc+ = 10 + 300/2 = 160. 
Thus, cost( T(R,, S)) = 410 + 210 + 160 = 780. Since E# is the output attribute and 
RI resides at the result node T(R,, S) is the optimum strategy to answer the query: 
Using the algorithm given in [lo] (namely, algorithm G), the strategy TG which 
answers Q is obtained 
Rl 310 RI 
RZ:I , 
R3 410 RI 
R3: I , 
IRICEXII RI 
R4: I :14 , 
210 310 
The cost of transferring R2 to RI is 310, the cost of transferring R3 to RI is 410. The 
cost transferring R4 to RI is 210 + 10 + 600/2 = 520. Hence, the total cost of TG is 
410 + 310 + 520 = 1240 which is significantly higher than the cost of the optimal 
strategy T(R, , S) for this example. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented an optimal strategy for tree queries which are 
conjunctions of equi-join clauses such that any two relations have at most one 
attribute in common. This is a nontrivial generalization of the result by Hevner and 
Yao [lo], where each relation has exactly one attribute and it is common to every 
relation in the query. Our approach consists of two steps: First, potentially optimal 
strategies are identified by a set of properties, then the optimal strategy is found 
using dynamic programming among the potentially optimal ones. Although we 
used a restrictive cost estimation assumption (uniformity and independence of 
511/29/3-10 
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domains), the properties given for potentially optimum strategies are independent 
of any cost estimation assumption, except Property 7. Thus, the optimization 
process presented in this paper can also be used with other cost estimation 
methods, either by modifying Property 7 appropriately for the cost estimation 
method, or by its removal. If Property 7 is removed, then the resulting optimization 
procedure is not based on any estimation assumption. However the number of 
potentially optimum strategies to be considered will be larger in this case. 
Optimization for chain queries has been studied by Chiu [S], and is extended later 
by Chiu and Ho [6] to the class of queries considered in this paper, using a similar 
technique. However, the search space for optimization presented in this paper is 
strictly smaller than the one in [6]. 
This work could be extended for more general tree queries without any restric- 
tion on the number of common attributes between relations referenced by the 
query. Hopefully, further generalization leads to optimal query processing strategies 
for distributed queries in general. It should be pointed out that semi-joins are 
usually, though not always, good in answering tree queries. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. (a) Let P(R,, Rj) be a path in QG*, where Ri and Rj have 
attributes a, but a relation R, in the path does not have attribute a. By Lemma 
2.1(a), the edges in P(R,, Rj) correspond to a unique set of edges E in JG$. Since 
there is no cycle in P(R,, R,), there exists a spanning forest JG of JG,T such that JG 
contains the edges in E and possibly some other edges. Let QG be the query graph 
of JG. We now show that there are two distinct paths between Ri and Rj in QG. 
Clearly, QG contains the path P(R,, Rj) which passes through R,. Consider the uni- 
que path between R, . a and Rj. a in the connected component of JG corresponding 
to the attribute a. This path is mapped to a unique path between Ri and Rj in QG 
which does not pass through R, since R, does not have attribute a. Thus, there are 
at least two paths between R,and R,in QG, which contradicts that QG is a tree (by 
Lemma 2.2). 
(b) Let T be a spanning tree of QG*. The edges of T correspond to a unique 
set of edges E in JG;. By Lemma 2.1(a) it is sufficient to show that E is a spanning 
forest in JG;, since any spanning forest of JG; is a join graph of a query equivalent 
to Q. 
Consider any two relations Ri and Rj in a connected component corresponding to 
attribute in a JG$. Since T is a spanning tree, there is a unique path P between Ri 
and Rj in T. By part (a), each relation in the path P has attribute a. Thus the path 
P in T between Ri and Rj corresponds to a path between Ri * a and Rj. a in the con- 
nected component representing attribute a in JG 6. Since the above argument is true 
for every pair of relations in a connected component in JG,, E covers at least a 
spanning forest in JG;. 




FIG. A.l. Illustration of Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let R, and R2 have attribute a in common and R2 and R3 
have attribute b in common. Suppose there is a path P(N,, N,) which does not 
contain an occurrence of Rz. Let Nj be the last occurrence of a relation with 
attribute a in the path P(N,, N,), i.e., Nj= Nr if there is no such occurrence other 
than N1 . Then Rj # R2 since Rz does not occur in P(N1, N3). Rj # R3 since R3 does 
not have attribute a. Since Nj is the last occurrence of a relation in P(NI, N3) hav- 
ing attribute a, the path from N2 to Nj via N, does not contain any intermediate 
relation having attribute a. This contradicts Lemma 2.3(a). (See Fig. A.1 for an 
illustration of Lemma 3.2) 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Suppose N3 does not have attribute a. Then there are two 
cases. 
Case 1. N3 and R, have no attrribute in common. Since Nj --, Ni + N2 is a 
possible transmission path, the subpath of P(NI, N2) from N, to N2 must contain 
an occurrence of R, (by Lemma 3.1). But this is a contradiction since N, is the only 
occurrence of RI in the path P(N,, N,) via NJ. 
Case 2. N3 and R, have atrribute c in common, c #a. Then there is a path 
between RI and Rz via N3 which does not have attribute a. This contradicts Lemma 
2.3(a). See Fig. A.2 for an illustration of Lemma 3.3. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let P,(N,, N) and P2(N2, N) be two nonoverlapping 
paths intersecting at N such that N,, N, are occurrences of R,, Rz, respectively, 
which have attribute a in common. Let N3 and N., be the closest nodes to N in 
Pi(Ni, N) and P,(N2, N), respectively, representing relations with attribute a. It 
suffices to show that there is a lower cost equivalent strategy. There are two cases: 
N1 
a G3 N2 C N3 ..* 
FIG. A.2. Illustration of Lemma 3.3. 
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FIG. A.3. Illustration of Lemma 4.1, Case 1. 
Case 1. N is the immediate successor of both N, and N4 (see Fig. A.3). Since N3 
and N4 have attribute a in common and N4 + N-t N3 is a possible transmission 
path N4 and N have attribute a in common (by Lemma 3.3). Since any two 
relations have at most one common attribute, the data transmitted from N4 to N 
must be N,[a]. Then replacing N4 + N by NJ --$ N, results in a lower cost 
equivalent strategy since cost(l\r, + N) = cost(l\r, --, N,) while cost(N, + N) is lower 
in the new strategy because N, is reduced by the relations in the path N2 to N4 as 
well. 
Case 2. N is not the immediate successor of both N3 and N4 (see Fig. A.4). 
Without loss of generality, let N3 have N5 as its immediate successor in P,(Ni, N) 
which represents R5. Consider the path N3 + N, + . . . + N + N4. Such a path is 
possible because Ni + Ni permits Nj + Ni. If N, is the only occurrence of R3 in the 
path then R5 must have attribute a (by Lemma 3.3). This will contradict with N, 
being the closest node to N having attribute a. Thus, R3 occurs more than once in 
the path. Since N3 cannot occur between N and N4 because N4 is the closest node to 
N in the path having attribute a, N must be an occurrence of R,. Let N6 be the 
immediate predecessor of N in P,(N2, N). Since N, and N are the occurrences of the 
N 





N1 f i 
N2 
FIG. A.4. Illustration of Lemma 4.1. Case 2. 
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same relation, N6 --) N can be replaced by N6 + N3 resulting in an equivalent 
strategy. The new strategy has a lower cost since cost(N, + N) = cost(N, + N3) 
while the cost of the path from N3 to N in the new strategy is lower. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let N, be the result node of a strategy and Ni be any other 
node such that outdegree = 2. It is sufficient to show that this strategy cannot 
be optimal. There are two transmission paths from Ni to N,. Let N be the first 
node, where the two paths P1(Ni, N,) and P,(Ni, N,) intersect (N may be N,). 
There are two cases. 
Case 1. The immediate successors of Ni in both paths is the same node, i.e., N. 
The one of the arcs Ni -+ N can be removed resulting in a lower cost equivalent 
strategy (see Fig. A.5a). 
Case 2. The immediate successors of Ni are two different nodes N1 and NZ. By 
Property 2, Ni and N2 do not have any attribute in common. Since Ni + Ni --f N2 is 
a possible transmission path, P(NI, N2) = N1 + * *. + N + . * * + N2 must contain 
an occurrence of Ri (by Lemma 3.2). If the occurrence of Ri in P(N,, NJ is between 
Ni and N then Property 2 is violated since Ri and N, have a common attribute. 
Similarly, the occurrence of Ri in P( N1, N2) cannot be between N and Nz. Thus, N 
must be an occurrence of Ri. .Since Ni and N are the occurrences of the same 
relation, an equivalent strategy can be obtained by replacing N with two occurren- 
ces N’ and N” of R, and replacing Ni -+ N2 and the path from N2 to N by N’ -+ N2 
and the path from N, to N”, respectively (see Fig. A.5b)); cost(N’ + N2) 6 
cost(N, --t N,) and the nodes along the path from N2 to N” are reduced by 
additional relations. Thus, the resulting strategy has a lower cost. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. (a) Suppose indegree > the number of attributes of 
R, in S. Then there are at least two immediate predecessors Ni, Nj, i#j, of N, in 
T(R,, S) such that Ni and Nj have a common attribute. This violates Property 2 
since Ni and Nj are in two nonoverlapping paths N, + N, and Nj + N,. 
(b) If the sets S1,..., S,, t > 1, are not disjoint then there is a relation Rk con- 
tained in two or more sets, say Si, Sj, i #j, 1 < i, j< t. Let Nk and Nk be the 
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(b) Case 2 
FIG. A.5. Illustration of Lemma 4.2. 
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FIG. A.6. Illustration of Lemma 4.4(a). 
occurrences of Rk in Si and Sj, respectively. Since the path from Nk to N, and the 
path from NL to N, are two nonoverlapping paths, Property 2 is violated. Similarly, 
R, $ Sip 1 < i < t, by Property 2. Since R, is fully reduced over S, lJf= 1 Si = S - {R,} 
(by Proposition 3.1). 
(c) If a substrategy T(R,, SJ of T(R,, S) is not potentially optimal then 
replacing T(R,, Si) by a lower cost equivalent substrategy results in a lower cost 
strategy equivalent to T(R,, S); a contradiction. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. (a) Let indegree = k. Suppose k < t. Since any two 
relations have at most one attribute in common, there is at least one attribute of 
R,, say a, which does not appear in any immediate predecessor Ni of N,, 1 < i < k. 
Since a is a joining attribute, there is at least one relation R,, u # r (see Fig. A.6) in 
a subtree with root Nj, 1 <j,< k, such that R, has attribute a. Since T(R,, Sj) is a 
substrategy with result node Nj and R, E Sj, there is a transmission path P(N,, Nj) 
in T(R,, Sj). If R, and Rj have no common attribute then P(N,, Nj) contains an 
occurrence of R, (by Lemma 3.2) since N, + N, + Nj is a possible transmission 
path. But this contradicts with R, $ Sj (by Property 4(b)). Thus R, and Rj must 
have an attribute in common. Since R, and Rj must have an attribute in common. 
Since R, and R, have attribute a in common and N, + Nj + N, is a possible 
transmission path, Rj must have attribute a (by Lemma 3.3). This is a contradiction 
since Rj does not have attribute a. Thus, indegree cannot be less than t. Then 
indegree = t since it cannot be greater than t (by Property 4.a)). 
(b) Let {N, ,..., N,} and (N; ,..., NL} be the set of immediate predecessors of 
N, in two different partitions {S1,..., S,} and (S;,..., rg} of S- (S,), respectively 
(see Fig. A.7). By the proof of part (a), g = t and each Ni has a distinct attribute ai 
in common with N,, 1~ i < t. By rearrangement of indices, if necessary, Ni and Ni 
FIG. A.7. Illustration of Lemma 4.4(b). 
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have attribute a, in common, 1 < i < t. By Property 2, Ni and Nk, i # k, have no 
attribute ai in common, 1 < i < t. By Property 2, Ni and Nk, i # k, have no attribute 
in common. Since Ni + N, + Nk is a possible transmission path, any transmission 
path from Ri to Rk must contain an occurrence of R, (by Lemma 3.2). We now 
show that this will be contradicted if Si # S: for some 1~ i < t. The inequality of the 
two sets implies that there is a relation R, E Si but R, $ Si. Since u := I Si = 
Ufcl Sj=S- {R,}, R,ES ; f or some k # i. Let N, and NU be the occurrences of R, 
in Si and Sk, respectively. Let P,(N,, Ni) and P,(N”, Nk) be the two transmission 
paths in Si and Sk, respectively. Then the path from N, to N, (the reverse of 
P1(N,, Ni)) joined with N,+ N:, P,(N:, IV;), N;, + Nk forms a possible 
transmission path from Ni to Nk. This path does not contain R, since neither Si nor 
Sk contains R,. 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. (a) Since R, is a multiattribute relation in S, there is at 
least one attribute ark, where ark # ari, of R, such that ark is also an attribute of a 
relation Rk .s S and T(R,, S) contains an occurrence Nk of R,. Since uVi is an 
attribute of Ri and R, and R, can have at most one attribute in common, Ri does 
not have ark. Thus, Rk # Ri. Similarly, Rk does not have attribute Up+ because 
otherwise R, and Rk would have two attributes in common. Then the occurrence 
Nk of Rk must be in the substrategy T(R,, Si) with result node Ni since 
indegree( N,) = 1. 
Suppose Ri and Rk have an attribute, say b, in common. Since any two relations 
have at most one attribute in common, b #ark and b # u,~. Since Nk + N, --) Ni is a 
possible transmission path, Rk and R, must have attribute b in common. This is a 
contradiction SinCC b # ark. Thus, Ri and Rk have no attribute in common. Since 
T(R,, Si) is a strategy, there is a transmission path P(N,, Ni) in T(Ri, Si). By 
Lemma 3.2, this path must contain an occurrence N: of R, since Nk -+ Nk -+ Ni is a 
possible transmission path. Therefore, Si contains R,, i.e., Si = S. 
(b) From part (a), there is at least one occurrence N: of R, in T(Ri, S). Con- 
sider the transmission path P(N;, Ni) in the substrategy. Without loss of generality, 
T(Rp,Sp 1 
t 




if a,i = apr 
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let N; be the last occurrence of R, in the path P(Ni, Ni). Then by Lemma 3.3, 
R,[u,~] is transmitted to its immediate successor in the path P(N:, Ni). Suppose 
up, = aTi. Consider the strategy obtained by replacing Ni + N, + Np in T(R,, S,) 
with Ni + N,,. The new strategy (see Fig. A.8) is equivalent to T(R,, S,) since 
R,[ui] transmitted to N, by N, + N, is also transmitted to Np via the transmission 
path (i.e., P(Ni, Ni) joined with Ni + N,) from NL to Np in the new strategy. Since 
the cost of the new strategy is lower, this contradicts with the optimality of 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. R, # Rj and Rj # R, (by Property 1). Since Ud # Uj,, 
R, # R, because otherwise Rj and R, have two attributes in common. Suppose no 
relation occurs more than once in R,, Rj, R,,..., Rk, 1 <k< t - 1, but Rk+, is the 
same as R,in the path R,+ Rj+ R, + .** + Ri+ .*’ +R,+ Rk+,, where ie (r, 
j, l,..., k}. Let the immediate successor of Rk be Rk _ , (i.e., k - 1 = j for k = 1). Con- 
sider the relations Rk _ , , R,, and Rk + , . fhCC uk_ ,,k # U,++, , Rk_ , and Rk + , do 
not have a common attribute (by Lemma 3.3). Then consider the path Ri-r 
Ri+,+ .-* +Rk_,. SinCe Ri=Rk_l, one of the relations in the path must contain 
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